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Abstract
The cancer incidence has risen dramatically over the last decades. About 8 million people died
globally according to latest reports, which represented almost 40% more than it was 20 years ago.
Risk factors for the development of cancer have been found to include smoking, alcohol, drugs,
obesity and diet. Fiber intake has shown to exhibit chemoprotective effects on cancer proliferation
and metastasis that may seem to be very promising. This article will review the role of different
types of fiber such as, cellulose, lignin, pectin and inulin in development and prevention of different types of cancers. This article would also discuss the effectiveness of both types of fiber in cancer prevention.
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1. Introduction
Cancer holds a significant burden in world disease prevalence. As in 2010, there were 52.8 million deaths globally of which 8 million people died from cancer, which was 38% more than two decades ago [1]. According to
the global statistical report of 2011, the four major cancer sites in male adults are lung, prostate, colon & rectum
and stomach, while in female adults these are breast, colon & rectum, cervix and stomach; however, esophageal,
ovary and liver cancers are on the top of the list [2]. Moreover, the incidence and mortality for these cancers are
higher in developed countries than in developing countries (this variation could be due to disparate set of risk
factors and diagnostic practices) [3]. A total of 1,665,540 new cancer cases and 585,720 cancer deaths are projected to occur in the United States in 2014 [3]. The incidence and mortality for the four most common types of
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cancer, which are: colorectal cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer and stomach cancer are highest in Australia/
New Zealand, Western Europe, Australia/New Zealand and Eastern Asia for incidence cases respectively [2].
And, the mortality due to these cancers is highest in Australia/New Zealand, Southern Africa, Caribbean and
Eastern Asia respective to the cancer types mentioned before; however, these statistics could vary due to different diagnostic conditions in developed, developing and under-developed countries [2].
Another important factor for disparity in incidence and mortality could be due to availability of preventive
measure and treatments, such as, drugs for cancer. INTCR reported inequality in cancer drugs sale, as cancer
burden in US was around 20%, but the drug availability was around 60%; in Japan burden was around 20%, and
drug was available to almost 5%; in Europe burden was 20% with availability of drug slightly less than 20%;
however rest of the world faced around 60% of cancer burden with only 5% drug accessibility [4]. Cancer is
linked to many environmental factors, such as, smoking, alcohol, obesity, and diet, but this article would concentrate on specific dietary substances such as “fiber” that has been found to induce a chemopreventive role on
cancer proliferation and metastasis [5]. This article would address how the epigenetics (environment related effect) on the genes lead to cancer. Furthermore, we would try to define the different types of fiber, how they act
as functional foods, and the mechanism that dietary fiber follows to increase apoptosis of cancer cells, and reduce tumorgenesis. In the end, we will analyze the two biologically active families of insoluble fiber and soluble
fiber, cellulose, lignin, and pectin, inulin, respectively. Dietary fiber effectiveness is an ongoing debate. Studies
identified in this article mainly support the functional efficacy of this polysaccharide; however there are few
studies that do not support all types of fiber in their success against some forms of cancers.

2. Etiology of Cancer, and Diet as an Epigenetic Factor
Cancer is a heterogeneous disease; the pathology of this disease is linked to genetic (genes), cytogenetic (chromosomes), and epigenetic (gene-environment) alterations [6]. Tumor is a general term used to describe abnormal growth of cell, but when these cells continue to destruct other tissues around them, they are called cancer.
Cancer cells could spread around the body, defined as metastasis. Individual susceptibility to cancer is determined through interaction between genes and environment. Even with similar exposures to risk factors or
amongst twins [7], cancer from origin to proliferation to recovery is linked to the genomic stability [8], somatic
mutation and epigenetic factors that occur randomly [9] in all individuals. Cancer due to epigenetics is described
by aberrations in the following four mechanisms; range of post-translational modifications to modify histones
(protein around which genetic material coils), DNA methylation, chromatin remodeling and non-coding RNAs
[6] [8]. The lack of precise biomarkers [6] [7], need for advanced imaging technique [10] [11], statistical techniques limitations, and hypothesized loci on DNA with limited work on them [12]-[14]; are some factors that
currently prevent exploration of root to cancer, and therefore to analyze risk and prevent the disease. A significant element, under the umbrella of gene-environment interaction/epigenetics, is diet [5]; therefore, the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) recommends a high fiber, low fat diet, with abundant intake of fruits and vegetables
for cancer prevention [15]. Studies to-date suggests significantly inverse (positive) as well as equivocal relationship [16] between diet and some cancer. For instance, a study carried out in 2011 indicate minimal gene-environment interaction, as there is not convincing association between fruits, vegetables consumption and risk of
Colorectal Cancer (CRC), and only marginally significant relationship with red meat and calcium [17]. Whereas,
another study carried out in 2012 indicated effectiveness of vegetable only [12]. Later, another study in 2014
with efforts employed to improve statistical analysis, reflected gene-environment interaction for meat at genome-wide significance threshold in increasing cancer, and for fiber, fruits and vegetables in decreasing cancer
[13] [18]. There is no set RDA (Recommended Dietary Allowance) for fiber consumption, but the adequate intake (AI) for age group 1 - 3 is 19 g, for age group 4 - 8 is 25 g, age group 9 - 13 is 31 g for male and 26 g for
female; age groups 14 - 50 is set at 38 g for males and 25 g for females, adults over 50 years have AI of 30 g for
male and 21 g for females, pregnant women set limits are 28 g and 29 g for lactating women [19]. Vegetarians
routinely consume 40 to 50 g dietary fiber daily without any side effects, but still there is no limit set for upper
intake level [20]. Fiber supplements may also be appropriate for some patients, but the type of the fiber should
be known and be appropriate for the different type of cancer being treated [20].

3. Introduction to Different Types of Dietary Fiber, and Associations with Some
Forms of Cancer
Dietary Fiber gained significance as an important nutritional concept in 1960s and 1970s when researchers noted
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differences in diseases in Europe (high) and Africa (comparatively lower), which they associated with diet [21].
The diseases that were linked with fiber in 1970 were constipation, diverticular disease, hiatal hernia, appendicitis, varicose veins, piles (hemorrhoids), gallstones, obesity, cancer of the large intestine, coronary heart disease,
diabetes type 2, but now many dietary fibers have also shown chemoprotective effect for many different types of
cancers [22]-[27].
Dietary fiber is further categorized into soluble fiber, and insoluble fiber, on the basis of their dissolution capability in water, ease of digestion by floral bacteria in intestine and other chemical properties; such as, water
retention [28]. In insoluble fiber, carbohydrate chain does not dissolve in water, fermentation is limited, they retain water. Soluble fiber forms a gel like substance delaying the gastric emptying, and also retains water. Papas
et al. [29] describe different sources of fiber, as it is stated that “a moderate to high proportion of fruit fiber from
commonly consumed fruits is soluble fiber (largely pectin). Oats (largely gums), legumes (largely gums), and
some vegetables (largely pectin), including carrots, cabbage, Brussels sprouts, squash, and broccoli, also contain
higher proportions of soluble fiber, whereas wheat bran fiber primarily consists of insoluble fiber” [29]. Fiber
can also bind to potential nutrients and nutrient precursors preventing their absorption, sometimes possibly
harmful substances too; such as, bile acid [28]. Dietary fibers are fermented in the GI tract leading to the generation of various bioactive materials, for example, short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs), which could provide defense
against cancer by increasing apoptosis [28]. Dietary fiber can be separated into many different fractions/families.
These fractions include arabinoxylan, inulin, lignin, psyllium, pectin, bran, cellulose, β-glucan and resistant
starch, guar gum [28]. Pathways of how different types of fiber effect cancerous cells have been analyzed; some
fibers have shown to reduce tumorgenesis by regulating cell growth, survival and apoptosis. Fiber increase expression of proapoptic factors, and suppresses the antiapoptic and/or cell proliferating chemicals and transcription [30] [31].
It has been concluded that insoluble fiber may provide slightly higher chemoprotection compared to soluble
one [32]. In a large cohort study intakes of legumes, whole grains, and cruciferous vegetables were also associated with a 16% - 18% reduced risk of renal cell carcinoma [33]. Dietary fiber in the form of insoluble is also
likely to reduce risk of nasopharyngeal carcinoma as it is found in a case-control study with sample of 792
people [33]. Dietary fiber also reduces endometrial cancer risk by 29% - 46% with sources of fiber, including
cereal and vegetable and fruit fiber; moreover, soy products and legumes also reduced the endometrial cancer
[34].
Dietary fibers also bind to carcinogens, bile acids, potential toxins, and essential nutrients; such as, minerals,
which can inhibit the carcinogenic process, but according to study and evidence obtained, cereal fiber show
negative relation [35]; as fiber decreases luminal pH that increases cell proliferation in colon leading to tumor
enhancement [36]; whereas, vegetable fiber is linked positively, but this is attributed to the other biologically active components named earlier [35]. This study provides results contrary to the recent one, where a diet rich in
dietary fiber is associated with a reduction in colon cancer risk [37], because butyrate (BT) is one of the main
end products of anaerobic bacterial fermentation of dietary fiber in the human colon [38] that may affect colonic
and fecal pH and contribute to antiproliferative activity [39].
Fiber effectively influences digestive tract, and may enhance energy excretion; this property is beneficial, as
caloric intake has been correlated positively with cancer risk [39]. This proves the statement in introduction that
the results of studies in fiber are equivocal, because there are conflicting evidences for effects of dietary fiber
role in cancer protection [40]. One of the other ways dietary fibers may protect against colorectal cancer is by
adsorbing carcinogens and carrying them out of the digestive tract, thus lessening interaction of the carcinogens
with the colonic tissue [41]; for instance, fiber enhances de-conjugation of bile acids [42]. Bile acids (BA) are
normal components of the luminal contents of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, where they enable absorption of lipids, cholesterol, and fat-soluble vitamins [43]. Dietary fiber also promotes microflora that has definite effects
on the human host in cholesterol metabolism as it binds to cholesterol and increases its fecal volume, improves
glucose tolerance by not allowing sudden rise in serum glucose level, therefore, it may explain such diseases as
carcinoma [44] [45] since the anti-hyperglycemic character is protective in this cases, because insulin is a
growth factor that influences proliferation and apoptosis [29].

4. Insoluble Fiber; Cellulose Role in Cancer Development, Mechanism and
Epidemiological Studies
Cellulose is an insoluble fiber, beneficial for it aids the intestines to perform digestion efficiently. Similar to
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general characteristic of fiber, cellulose also bind to other micronutrients, and toxins such as, bile acids. Bile acids association with cancer has been proven, due to its damaging impact on DNA, and now studies also suggest
bile acids link with cellulose, where cellulose in a role of “catalyst”, stimulates “polyesterification” of bile acid,
and turns it to an “inactive form” reducing the fecal toxicity [46]. A report on concentration of secondary fecal
bile including 15 healthy individuals concluded that wheat and rye fiber (rich in cellulose) lead to low concentration in the fecal bile [46]. High bile acid concentration can also lead to colon cancer, it was considered in
“carcinogens” in 1939, and the most dominant cause was fat intake, since it was prevalent among individuals
who have a high dietary fat intake [47]. Evidence has been showed to prove the mechanism of secondary bile
acids effect leading to colon cancer [47]. Their amphipathic nature enables them to get involved in emulsification and digestion of dietary fats; yet, levels above those that are physiologic are potentially membrane damaging [48]. Bile Acids can induce genomic instability in colonic epithelial cells through multiple mechanisms, including the disruption of mitosis (leading to aneuploidy), defects in spindle assembly checkpoints, oxidative
DNA damage, cell cycle arrest at G1 and/or G2 along with improper alignment of chromosomes at the metaphase plate and multipolar divisions [49]. A study by Sloan et al. also indicated colon cancer prevention due to
cellulose [50]. Sixty Sprague-Dawley rats were pair-fed one of three nutritionally identical diets, low and high in
fiber, composed of either cellulose or lignin [50]. Although both “high fiber” diets had similar stool bulking effects, only the cellulose diet was associated with a reduction in 1,2-dimethylhydrazine (DMH)-induced colon
neoplasms [50]. The cellulose diet was also associated with distinct changes in the gut bacterial profile and with
a lowered serum cholesterol [50]. Protection in stomach cancer cases from cellulose is also notable [22]. In a
study the result obtained for stomach cancer provided with cellulose showed a significant protective effect [22].
Other studies showed protective effect of fiber consumption, especially from vegetables, in regards with ovarian
cancer, and when fibers was classified according to the source, it showed comparatively more significant protective effect of cellulose [51]. In another study cellulose provided moderate protection from breast cancer, especially in pre-menopausal women [52], whereas, another study indicated a very strong protective role of cellulose
(OR 0.04; 95% CI 0.01 - 0.31) in post-menopausal women, especially when fiber intake was from fruits and
vegetables [5]. Additionally, researches have also indicated reduced risk of laryngeal [26], esophageal cancer
[24], oral and pharyngeal [27], with significantly low odds ratio, as it was reported in a similar study in Italy indicated odds ratio of 0.37 for soluble fiber, 0.52 for cellulose, 0.48 for other insoluble fiber [27], respectively.
The role of fiber in renal cell carcinoma has been also investigated and suggested a strong protective effect odds
ratio of 0.37 (95% CI: 0.22 - 0.64) for cellulose. In a similar study in the past the results showed only a modest
positive effect [22]. The study on cellulose is an ongoing process, and with the results of studies stated afore, it
can be understood that cellulose, found in fruits, vegetables, whole grains and rye all provide strong protection
from various common cancers.

5. Insoluble Fiber; Lignin Role in Cancer Development, Mechanism and
Epidemiological Studies
Lignin, another form of insoluble fiber, contains many different chemical species, including ferulic acid, coumaric acid, vanillic acid, vanillin, syringaldehyde and furfural [53]. From the perspective of biofuels, these
compounds are problematic, and can cause downstream loss of product if not removed prior to beginning the
fermentative process [53]. In contrast, the same compounds have beneficial properties pertaining to human
health, including their role as antioxidants and in cancer prevention, or sometimes their involvement in bacterial
cell-to-cell signaling [53]. Lignin is one of the major components of dietary fiber. It is a complex hydrophobic
molecule that typically occurs in cell walls with heteroxylans [54]. Cell walls that contained lignin or suberin
adsorbed hydrophobic carcinogens particularly well; furthermore, the presence of lignin, and probably suberin,
in the walls makes them resistant to degradation in the colon [55]. Experimental studies in animals treated with
carcinogens suggested that some fibers may exert protective effects in the intestines and others may enhance
colon carcinogenesis [56]. The incidence and multiplicity of small intestinal tumors as well as the number of
colon adenocarcinomas per tumor-bearing animal were lower in animals fed the lignin diet than in those fed the
control diet. Bile acids act as promoters of colonic tumors in mutagenesis assay systems and also in various animal models [57]. Lignin in this case increases the fecal excretion of these steroids and bile acids, which in turn
affects hormone metabolism and cell growth [58]. Lignin had no effect on the concentrations of fecal bile acids,
but the daily output of total bile acids was increased in animals fed the lignin diet as compared to the daily out-
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put in rats fed the control diet [59]. Moreover, due to their “radical-scavenging” activity they reduce colon cancer [54]. Western diet is linked to breast cancer, prostate cancer, coronary heart disease, and colon cancer; which
lead to elevation in levels of sex hormones, with decreased SHBG and bioavailability of these hormones [58].
Phytoestrogens have been suggested to have a protective effect on hormone-sensitive cancers [53]. Estrogenic
substances present in various lignin foods sources are associated with postmenopausal breast cancer risk too [60].
Lignin, due to its phytoestrogenic effect, is shown to prevent estrogen related cancer; such as, breast cancer,
prostate cancer [60] and endometrial cancer [34]. This is explained by some of the ingested plant lignans, which
are converted by intestinal microbiota to enterolignans, enterodiol (END) and enterolactone (ENL), which has
been thought to be the major biologically active lignan, and suggested to be associated with low risk of mammary cancer [61] [62]. Flaxseed (FS), rich in the phytoestrogen, α-linolenic acid, and oil of lignin; secoisolariciresinoldiglucoside (SDG), which after ingestion, is converted to secoisolariciresinol that is further metabolised
to the mammalian lignansenterodiol and enterolactone provide indirect protection against cancer [62]. Mechanism to this positive property was provided by human and animal studies that identify SDG metabolites possible
protection against CVD and the metabolic syndrome by reducing lipid and glucose concentrations, lowering
blood pressure, and decreasing oxidative stress and inflammation [54]. Lignans achieve this anticarcinogenic
property by binding to Type II estrogen-binding sites, and probably inhibit cell growth and proliferation of hormone-dependent growth [60] [63]. Another important effect of lignin is its stimulation capacity of SHBG (sex
hormone binding globulin) synthesis in liver [60]. Mechanisms for hormone related cancers include decreased
cell proliferation and angiogenesis and increased apoptosis through modulation of estrogen metabolism and estrogen receptor and growth factor receptor signaling pathways [60]. Lignin also reduces the thyroid cancer risk,
but it needs further research [64]. Therefore, lignin capacity to act as antioxidant and phytoestrogen provide
them anticarcinogenic properties against many cancers.

6. Soluble Fiber; Pectin Role in Cancer Development, Mechanism and
Epidemiological Studies
Pectin is family of complex polysaccharide possessing anti-tumorgenesis properties, especially in modified
forms, as the different chains that compose this soluble fiber suppress expression of tumor facilitators [65]. Pectin, as dietary fiber, pH modified, and modified chain has been found to show anti-tumor activity [65]. Pectin is
fermented in colon producing short fatty acid chains; such as, acetate, propionate and butyrate, these fiber chains
also bind to other minerals and bile acid, eliminating them and reducing toxicity [66]. Pectin helps to promote
pro-biotic atmosphere in intestines, owing to this characteristic studies have been carried out in past to study
their effectiveness in cancer prevention. Pectin acid is effective in treatments of pituitary tumors, as they increased cell death and DNA damage i.e. apoptosis, also promoting necrosis if the diet pectin acid diet administered was 2.5 and 5 mg/day in rats without any toxic effects; therefore, it is suggested as a chemoprotective
technique to replace bromocriptine drug that shows same anti-tumor effectiveness [67]. Another recommended
combination with chemoprotective effect from colon cancer is fish oil/pectin diet. According to numerous studies, a comparison was made between fish oil/pectin and corn oil/cellulose, where highly fermentable pectin and
eicosapentanoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid had lesser colon cancer incidence with higher occurrence apoptic cells [30] [68]. The mechanism is explained through the epigenetic effect of diet. Pectin has also shown protective effects against cancer in its modified form (Modified Citrus Pectin/MCP). Heat-treated Pectin reduces
cancerous activity by inducing apoptosis, and arresting the cells at G2/M phase (the growth of cell was reduced
by 49% compared to control group) [69]. The pectin containing diets were more effective in enhancing the transcription factors that inhibit tumor cell growth, and suppressing expression of factors that protect colonocytes
from apoptosis [70]. Pectin also holds the ability to bind to Galectin-3, a pro-metastatic regulatory protein, that
inhibits apoptosis, promotes cell growth and regulates T-cell receptor signal transduction (T-cells that recognize
the antigens, in this case these are tumor antigens) [71]. A study involving mices, has also indicated modified
pectin capability to reduce mammary and colon tumor growth and metastasis by inhibiting angiogenesis, as the
researchers state that “metastases to lymph nodes and the liver were present in 100% and 66% of control mice
versus 25% and 0% of mice fed with MCP” mainly by binding and inhibiting Galectin-3 function cell proliferation and angiogenesis (formation of new blood cells from old vessles) [72]. A component of pectin i.e. butyrate
has shown to inhibit migration and invasion potential of tumor cells by increasing G1 and G2 phase, with drop
in S phase of cell cycle [73]. Niacin and butyrate also activate a G-protein-coupled receptor whose expression in
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human breast could decrease cyclic-AMP production, induce apoptosis and block colony formation, providing
anti-tumorgenesis character [74]. Citrus Pectin effectiveness against colonization by melanoma [75] tumor cells
have been shown too, probably because citrus pectin binds to tumor ligands i.e. anti-adhesive property, thus affecting cellular interactions for metastasis and emoli of tumor cells [76]. Injection of MCP significantly decreased experimental metastasis (greater than 90%) [76]. Modified citrus pectin mechanism of action is mainly
linked to binding with Galectin-3 protein, the ability to inhibit tumor cell adhesion and chemotaxis. Pectin as an
epigenetic factor show positive role especially in its modified form, and short fatty acid chains produced during
fermentation, therefore, it has become a major topic of interest as drugs are now manufactured from this polysaccharide.

7. Soluble Fiber; Inulin Role in Cancer Development, Mechanism and
Epidemiological Studies
Inulin is another dietary fiber belonging to soluble family of fructans that act as functional food. Inulin is hydrolyzed and completely fermented by colonic microflora and produce gases and short chain fatty acids. These
short chain fatty acids are accompanied by production of butyrate that is shown to reduce colon carcinogenesis
[77] [78], and large-bowel cancer by inducing apoptosis [79]. Inulin increases absorption of vitamins and minerals; especially calcium and magnesium, protects body from translocation of bacteria and proliferation of pathogens, regulates intestinal epithelial cell growth, contributes to immune functions, and reduces triglycedaemia in
hyperlipidaemic and hyperinsulemia individuals [80]. Inulin protected the mucosal and submucosal membranes
against protein oxidation, reducing the oxidative stress, by protecting colon from lipopolysaccharides (LPS)induced damage [81]. LPS are produced by gram-negative bacteria that impair intestinal smooth muscle contractibility, and increase inflammation [81]. It has been hypothesized that hyperinsulemia could be a key factor
in tumor development, Inulin by decreasing serum glucose could inhibit tumor growth; moreover, the prebiotic
bacteria growth complements the lactic acid, which is shown to have antigenotoxic and anticarcinogenic properties [11] [82]. Inulin is also shown to have inhibitory effect on the development of lung metastases of tumor in
mice [83]. Thus, the positive effect of Inulin rose from their property of fermentation, producing and complementing the beneficial chemicals, and protecting against cancer. Table 1 gives a summary of different types of
fiber used for particular cancers. At this point one can conclude, that cancer does not follow same path in every
case, rather different hypothesized genes are involved that still require investigation, and even the different
sources and family of dietary fibers could influence the protective effect against it.
Table 1. Effects of different types of fibers in various cancers.
Insoluble fiber

Types of cancer by location

Cellulose

Lignin

Soluble fiber
Pectin

Inulin

Colon

D [47] [50]

D [54] [57] D [36] [38] [70] [72] D [77] [78]

Intestinal

NDR

D [57]

NDR

D [79] [81]

Stomach

D [22]

NDR

NDR

NDR

Ovarian

D [51]

NDR

NDR

NDR

Breast

D [52] [53]

D [60] [62]

D [72] [74]

NDR

Prostate

NDR

D [60]

NDR

NDR

Laryngeal, oral, pharyngeal, esophagal

D [24] [26] [27]

NDR

NDR

NDR

Endometrial

NDR

D [34]

NDR

NDR

Renal

D [23]

NDR

NDR

NDR

Thyroid

NDR

D [64]

NDR

NDR

Pitutary

NDR

NDR

D [67]

NDR

Lung

NDR

NDR

NDR

D [83]

Abbreviations: D = decrease, NDR = no data reported.
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8. Conclusion

This article concludes with a positive perception regarding the beneficial effect of dietary fiber for many common forms of cancer. Since dietary fiber showed its chemoprotective property in both soluble and insoluble
forms, according to studies, none of the two types of fiber and its bioactive compounds outweighed each other.
Rather, we may select the type of fiber intake through diet in accordance to their medical conditions. Hence, the
preference for each type of fiber may change, but we can still retain the benefits of dietary fiber in general to
reduce and prevent cancer. And, as mentioned at beginning of the article, cancer holds large burden in society,
especially in the developed world; thus, the health organizations need to carefully address this issue, and people
should be more concerned about their daily-required intake. Fiber not only prevents cancer, but also protects
from other common disease, such as, CVD and diabetes mellitus 2. Therefore, fiber intake should be adequate
and administered through diet to preserve and maintain life, even if we do not consider ourselves to be at high
risk of cancer.
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